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ABSTRACT
We investigate the local viscosity of a polymer glass around its glass transition temperature by using environment-sensitive fluorescent molecular rotors embedded in the polymer matrix. The fluorescence of the rotors depends on the local viscosity, and measuring the fluorescence intensity and lifetime of the probe therefore allows us to measure the local free volume in the polymer glass when going through the glass transition. This also allows us to study the local viscosity and free volume when the polymer film is put under an external stress. We find that the film does not flow homogeneously but undergoes shear banding that is visible as a spatially varying free volume and viscosity.

I. INTRODUCTION
Polymer glasses are ubiquitous in our everyday life. They are typically made by heating a polymer above its glass transition temperature, so that it can be extruded, cast, or molded. When subsequently cooled below the glass transition temperature, a hard and sometimes even brittle solid results. For instance, hard plastics such as poly(methyl methacrylate) (plastic and bulletproof windows) and polystyrene (car instrument panels) with \( T_g \) values of about 100 °C or polyvinyl chloride (plumbing pipes) with \( T_g \) values of about 80 °C are well below their glass transition temperatures \( T_g \) at room temperature. \(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\) The transition from a liquid-like state to a mechanically solid state is known as the glass transition, which is generically characterized by the change in mechanical properties around the glass transition. \(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\) For instance, the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemists (IUPAC) definition of the glass transition temperature is the temperature at which the viscosity of the glass is \( 10^{12} \) Pa s. While hard plastics are used well below (250 K) their glass transition temperatures, elastomers are usually employed above their \( T_g \) in their rubbery state. This is what makes rubbers soft and flexible; for most rubbers, interchain crosslinking prevents large-scale rearrangements of the polymers so that even above their \( T_g \), they do not flow.

However, due to its complexity, the microstructure of polymer glass around \( T_g \) is not well understood. The presence of dynamic heterogeneity is believed to play a key role in the relaxation and mechanical properties of glasses. \(^7\)\(^-\)\(^9\) Nevertheless, local measurements of dynamic heterogeneity are limited, because it is difficult to measure at small scales and relaxation is extremely slow below \( T_g \). Generically, conformational changes of the polymer segments, typically consisting of 10–20 monomers, are believed to become extremely slow below the glass transition temperature: the segmental relaxation is almost completely halted, and this would be the first step in locally reorganizing a polymer glass. However, everyday experience shows that if sufficient stress is applied to a glassy polymer, such as during extrusion, molding, or casting of polymeric materials, it can deform significantly, involving the consequent movement of polymer chains. Again, the behavior of the (local) microstructure under high stress remains poorly understood. \(^10\)\(^-\)\(^12\) In their pioneering work, Ediger and colleagues measured changes in molecular mobility during the deformation of a glassy polymer and have shown that under stress, segmental mobility may increase...
by up to a factor of 1000.\textsuperscript{31–34} By using photobleaching techniques, they have also shown that in the early stage of deformation, polymer glass presents strong dynamic heterogeneity and becomes more homogeneous after the onset of the flow.\textsuperscript{35} Moreover, they observed the dynamics of full recovery of the polymer glass after removing the extensional stress.\textsuperscript{36}

An additional complication is that viscoelastic materials, such as yield stress fluids, micellar solutions,\textsuperscript{23,24} and glassy materials, in general,\textsuperscript{37} exhibit shear banding, i.e., they do not flow homogeneously across the sample thickness. This phenomenon also occurs for polymer glasses and polymer melts under stress: the deformation in polymer film is not uniformly distributed through the sample and tends to accumulate close to a wall in a shear band.\textsuperscript{38} Understanding the formation of both dynamical and mechanical heterogeneities in polymer glasses around their glass transition is one of the central questions in glass science. This calls for spatially resolved local measurements of the polymer dynamics under stress, which is not easy to achieve.

In this paper, we attempt such a measurement and show the promise that local viscosity probes can have for the study of glassy dynamics. We look at the local changes in polymer glasses at the microscopic scale using so-called molecular rotors. These are fluorescent dyes that are sensitive to their molecular environment with a high sensitivity and both high spatial and temporal resolutions. Molecular rotors have a viscosity-dependent non-radiative excited state decay pathway (rate $k_f$) that can out-compete fluorescence (rate $k_i$) in low viscosity media, leading to low fluorescence quantum yield $\Phi_f$ and short decay time $\tau_f$. At higher microviscosities, $k_m$ is smaller, and both $\Phi_f$ and $\tau_f$ increase. Therefore, the fluorescence quantum yield of molecular rotors strongly depends on the nature of the direct environment of the dye, especially the microviscosity. Molecular rotors have already been extensively used to probe polymer matrices; using spectrofluorimetry techniques, Loufty and Teegarden studied the effect of polymer chain tacticity,\textsuperscript{39} side groups,\textsuperscript{40} or the polymerization process.\textsuperscript{41} Numerous works used molecular rotors’ fluorescent properties to study the effect of confinement on the glass transition temperature.\textsuperscript{11,33–35} Moreover, Loufty et al. pioneer studies link the free volume to the fluorescence properties of molecular rotors,\textsuperscript{36,37} with a relationship that can become complex below the glass transition temperature.\textsuperscript{38} Such dyes have proven to be useful to probe dynamics in thin polymer films and to study physical aging.\textsuperscript{11,39–41} Note that all these studies probe the polymer glass in bulk without any information of the homogeneity of samples at the micrometric scales.

Here, we use the dicyanodihydrofuran chromophore (DCDHF, see Fig. 1) dye to measure the local viscosity in a polymer glass, which can be related to free volume changes. This is done by 3D confocal fluorescence microscopy so that we can resolve spatial changes in fluorescence intensity or lifetime in the $x$, $y$, and $z$ directions. The molecular rotor that we use here, DCDHF, has been used as a probe in many studies such as fluorescence sensors for contact mechanics measurements\textsuperscript{42,43} or single-molecule imaging in cells.\textsuperscript{44} The sensitivity of the molecular rotors to its local environment has already been used to probe the local viscosity of viscoelastic media.\textsuperscript{45,46} We probe a polyvinyl acetate (PVAc) polymer glass around its glass transition temperature. We observe that, as expected, the free volume of the PVAc polymer glass increases with increasing temperature around glass transition temperature and find that the fluorescence is continuously changing across the glass transition. Moreover, we performed a simple squeezing experiment on PVAc polymer film at temperatures $T_g \pm 10$ K and $T_g + 15$ K. We measured a decrease in fluorescence intensity characteristic of a clear shear-banding effect in the $z$ (gravity) direction, with roughly one-half of the sample having a very different local viscosity than the other half. Remarkably, even under stress, the fluorescence is very homogeneous at the microscopic scale in the $(x,y)$ plane, showing no large effects of dynamic heterogeneity.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Materials

PVAc glasses are prepared for two different average molecular weights ($M_w \sim 100$ kg/mol from Sigma-Aldrich and $M_w \sim 500$ kg/mol from Scientific Polymer Products). We briefly detail the protocol to embed the molecular rotor in the polymer glasses. DCDHF fluorescent probes (available from the previous work\textsuperscript{47}) are added to a solution of PVAc in tetrahydrofuran (THF from Sigma-Aldrich) at a concentration of 20 wt.%. The PVAc glass film is prepared by drop-casting this polymer solution on a plasma-cleaned glass slide. Total evaporation of THF is ensured by vacuum for 2 days and drying in an oven at 70°C for another 3 days. The total concentration of DCDHF probes in PVAc glass is chosen to be $10^{-8}$ mol/L to avoid any dye–dye interaction in the sample. The film thickness $d_{\text{film}}$ and diameter $d_{\text{film}}$ vary, respectively, between 60 and 250 $\mu$m and 5 and 7 mm. For most of the experiments presented here, having thicker samples simplifies the measurements: we take two glass slides with a drop cast on it and melt these together to get a glassy polymer bridge between two glass slides. PVAc samples are kept in a dry environment and are used at ambient relative humidity. The temperature of the sample is controlled in the range of 20–50°C, as a result of a home-made Peltier plate placed above the sample.

B. Methods

1. Confocal microscopy

The fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) and intensity of the molecular probes are measured by using an inverted confocal microscope (Leica TCS SP8) equipped with a hybrid detector. We used a 20X dry objective with a numerical aperture of 0.75. A Falcon photon counting module, directly coupled to the microscope, is used
for lifetime measurements. For lifetime measurements, the excitation wavelength of the pulsed laser (repetition rate of 40 MHz) is 470 nm, and the emission wavelength range is between 500 and 700 nm. On the other hand, for the fluorescence intensity measurements, the excitation wavelength is 488 nm, and the emission wavelength range is chosen between 510 and 700 nm. The resolution in the z (gravity) direction is set by the optical sectioning, roughly estimated to be 2 μm with the used wavelength, pinhole, and objective. The laser power is set at the lowest value to avoid photobleaching but still have enough fluorescence signal: for lifetime measurements, we set the laser power at 21 μW and for intensity measurements, respectively, at 40 μW for M_w ∼ 500 kg/mol and 110 μW for M_w ∼ 100 kg/mol. All the measurements have been carried out from high temperature to low temperature, to avoid the possible effect of photobleaching to change the observed behavior.

Figure 2 presents a typical Time Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC) histogram for DCDHF embedded in a PVAc glass: TCSPC measurements, respectively, at 40°C and 45°C. Shortly after the squeezing (typically 10 min), the fluorescent intensity changes in fluorescence intensity are measured on the inverted confocal microscope at the same temperature. Note that the time between the end of the squeezing and the fluorescence measurements is slightly overestimated compared to the one measured by DSC, T_g, DSC = 305.8 K. In the following, both determinations of the glass transition temperature (Fig. 3) are measured by applying small-amplitude oscillatory shear with the strain amplitude γ_0 set at 0.1% and the frequency set at 0.01 Hz at different temperatures around glass transition temperature. The storage modulus G’ exhibits a plateau at low temperatures and then abruptly decreases (rubbery state) when going through the glass transition temperature (Fig. 3). The value of the glass transition temperature T_g, DSC = 305.8 K (for M_w ∼ 500 kg/mol) is determined by the local maximum value of damping factor tan δ. The glass transition temperature measured by the local peak in tan δ is slightly overestimated compared to the one measured by DSC, T_g, DSC = 305.8 K. In the following, both determinations of the glass transition temperature will be discussed.

2. Rheological measurement

The rheological properties of PVAc glasses were measured by oscillatory rheology at different temperatures using an Anton-Paar MCR 302 rheometer in a parallel plate geometry (9 mm diameter). The polymer film is “glued” to the plate by melting the film using a hot air gun (~200°C). The film thickness and diameter are taken into account in interpreting the rheology data.

3. Squeezing experiment

Squeezing experiments were performed by applying a normal force F = 10 N to the polymer films using an Anton Paar MCR 301 rheometer. Such a normal force corresponds to a stress value σ = F/A_w ∼ 0.8 MPa applied to a polymer film, where A_w is the cross section area of the center of the sample. The gap size variation during the squeezing at a fixed temperature (T = 50 and 45°C). The polymer film is “glued” to the plate by melting the film using a hot air gun (~200°C). The film thickness and diameter are taken into account in interpreting the rheology data.

3. Squeezing experiment

Squeezing experiments were performed by applying a normal force F = 10 N to the polymer films using an Anton Paar MCR 301 rheometer. Such a normal force corresponds to a stress value σ = F/A_w ∼ 0.8 MPa applied to a polymer film, where A_w is the cross section area of the center of the sample. The gap size variation during the squeezing at a fixed temperature (T = 50 and 45°C). Shortly after the squeezing (typically 10 min), the (x, y, z) changes in fluorescence intensity are measured on the inverted confocal microscope at the same temperature. Note that the time between the end of the squeezing and the fluorescence measurements is too short to observe relaxations in the polymer glass.

4. Differential scanning calorimetry

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were performed on a TA Instruments DSC Q100. PVAc (M_w ∼ 500 kg/mol) is heated from −10 to 80°C at a heating rate of 10°C/min followed by an isothermal step for 1 min. A cooling cycle to −10°C at a rate of 10°C/min was performed prior to a second heating run to 80°C at the same heating rate. The glass transition temperature determined by DSC was defined as the temperature of the midpoint of a heat capacity change on the second heating run. The Universal Analysis 2000 software was used for data acquisition.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Glass transition induced by temperature

The storage modulus G’ and loss modulus G” of a PVAc film are measured by applying small-amplitude oscillatory shear with the strain amplitude γ_0 set at 0.1% and the frequency set at 0.01 Hz at different temperatures around glass transition temperature. The storage modulus G’ exhibits a plateau at low temperatures and then abruptly decreases (rubbery state) when going through the glass transition temperature (Fig. 3). The value of the glass transition temperature T_g, DSC = 305.8 K (for M_w ∼ 500 kg/mol) is determined by the local maximum value of damping factor tan δ. The glass transition temperature measured by the local peak in tan δ is slightly overestimated compared to the one measured by DSC, T_g, DSC = 305.8 K. In the following, both determinations of the glass transition temperature will be discussed.

We subsequently measure the fluorescence response of DCDHF probes inside the PVAc polymer glass as a function of temperature. We perform all the experiments on the two different molecular weights of PVAc polymer glass that have almost the same glass transition temperature. T_{max} is defined as the maximum intensity, corresponding to the intensity measured at the lowest

FIG. 2. Time-resolved fluorescence decays of DCDHF in PVAc polymer glass (M_w ∼ 500 kg/mol) at T = 21°C (blue line) and T = 49°C (red line).
FIG. 3. Storage modulus $G'$ and damping factor $\tan \delta = \frac{G''}{G'}$ as a function of temperature $T$ for a PVAc polymer glass ($M_w \sim 500$ kg/mol, $h_{film} = 250$ μm, and $d_{film} = 6.5$ mm). $T_g \sim 308$ K is determined by the local maximum value of $\tan \delta$.

FIG. 4. Normalized intensity of DCDHF in PVAc polymer glass with two different molecular weights as a function of (a) temperature $T$ and (b) free volume $V_f$. The green and black dashed lines are glass transition temperature measured by differential scanning calorimetry and rheological measurements, respectively. The solid lines are guides for the eye.

temperature. The error bars in all the measurements are standard errors resulting from three different positions in the $(x, y)$ plane. As shown in Fig. 4(a), we observe that the normalized intensity ($I/I_{max}$) decreases with increasing temperature, for both studied molecular weights. This decrease in intensity finds its origin in the thermal expansion of the polymer glass, which leads both to the local increases in the free volume around the probe on a nanoscopic scale, and a concomitant decrease in the local viscosity. In other words, by changing the temperature (around the glass transition temperature), the local free volume increases, which causes enhancing the molecular mobility of the probes: the non-radiative decay is more efficient and, thus, DCDHF probes fluoresce less. We find that for the DCDHF probes, the normalized intensity significantly drops by about 25% in a rather narrow temperature range around the glass transition temperature. Such a decrease is similar to the one reported by Torkelson et al. for pyrene embedded in PS, PiBMA, and P2VP films (a ~40% decrease in intensity over 80 K). Moreover, fluorescence intensity decreases with the temperature faster above the glass transition temperature [see the solid lines to guide the eye in Fig. 4(a)]. This indicates that the change in intensity as a function of temperature is more important above $T_g$ rather than below probably due to higher mobility of the dye in the polymer glass. Interestingly, the change in slope in the decrease appears closer to the glass transition temperature measured by rheology than to the one of DSC. We, therefore, use the rheology determination $T_g \sim 308$ K in the following.

The temperature-induced polymer glass transition is due to the shrinkage of the whole material at low $T$ given by the thermal expansion coefficient $\alpha_T$, and the free volume fraction $V_f$ that is described by the theory of Zaccone and Terentjev:\cite{48}

$$V_f = 1 - \phi = 1 - \phi_c e^{\alpha_T(T-g-T)},$$

where $\phi$ is the monomer packing fraction with a critical packing fraction $\phi_c$ at $T_g$. If we treat the monomers like effective hard spheres, the packing fraction would have the value of $\phi_c = 0.64$. For PVAc, the thermal expansion coefficient $\alpha_T$ is equal to $3 \times 10^{-4}$ K$^{-1}$ for $T < T_g$ and $8 \times 10^{-4}$ K$^{-1}$ for $T > T_g$:\cite{49}

By using this theory, we can directly connect the temperature to free volume in the polymer glass. If we plot the normalized intensity this time as a function of free volume [Fig. 4(b)], we, indeed, observe the decrease in intensity as a function of free volume.

Although easier to set up in a laboratory, as it only requires the use of a common confocal microscope, fluorescence intensity measurements are often considered less accurate than fluorescence lifetime measurements. Indeed, the measured intensity may depend on optical parameters, photobleaching, etc. To confirm the previous results obtained for the fluorescence intensity, we reproduced the same experiments by measuring the fluorescence lifetime using...
FLIM microscopy. The additional advantage of lifetime measurement is that it is independent of dye concentration so that different experiments can be more easily compared. As for the intensity measurements, we observe a decrease in the (amplitude averaged) lifetime with an increase in the temperature. As depicted in Fig. 5(a), the normalized lifetime decreases with increase in temperature up to \( T \approx 305 \) K, shows a plateau in the small region around the glass transition temperature, and continues to decrease afterward. The lifetime drops with a slightly smaller slope in comparison to the transition temperature, and continues to decrease afterward. The intensity, possibly due to complex environment surrounding the fluorescence probe or DCDHF may not be in its highest sensitivity range inside PVAc polymer glass. Fluorescence intensity is rarely systematically compared with fluorescence lifetime for molecular rotors embedded in polymer glass. Such a comparison confirms the potential of DCDHF to probe the free volume in a PVAc glass, as simple intensity measurements already provide quantitative information.

We now turn to the measurements of the polymer film under stress. If a flow is imposed on such a system, either the polymers will have to rearrange to accommodate the flow or the system fractures. If a constant stress is imposed on the system, it will elastically and, hence, reversibly deform, fracture, or flow, depending on the stress level and time scale of application. In both cases, a flow must lead to a locally enhanced molecular mobility compared to the unstressed case. The easiest stress to apply is to put a weight onto the top plate confining the film, hence imposing a constant stress on the material.

To investigate the effect of compression, we applied a normal force of 10 N (corresponding to a stress \( \sigma \sim 0.8 \text{ MPa} \)) to PVAc (\( M_w \sim 500 \text{ kg/mol} \)) by rheometer at two different temperatures, 45\(^\circ\)C and 50\(^\circ\)C, for more than 2 days. These relatively high temperatures were necessary to have a significant flow of the material with this applied force on a reasonable experimental time scale. The inset in Fig. 6(a) is an illustration of the probed PVAc polymer glass, prepared from two PVAc polymer glasses molten together. The thickness of the polymer film \( d_{\text{glass}} \) is measured over time with the rheometer and the strain \( (d_{\text{glass}}(t) - d_{\text{glass}}(t = 0))/d_{\text{glass}}(t = 0) \) is calculated from these measurements. More quantitatively, this applied normal force causes the sample to flow in the \( z \) direction by \( \sim 6\% \) at 45\(^\circ\)C and around 6.4% at 50\(^\circ\)C [Fig. 6(a)].

As we previously observed (Sec. III A) that the fluorescence intensity of DCDHF probes is sensitive to the free volume in the PVAc glass, we follow the changes induced by normal stress under the confocal microscope. Measurements were carried out typically 10 min after the end of the squeezing while the samples were kept at the studied temperature. As shown in Fig. 6(b), for a given applied force and temperature set, the raw intensity values decrease as a function of \( z \) position in a non-monotonic behavior. This decrease in intensity must be due to absorption and scattering effect of laser, as well as inhomogeneity of the dye concentration inside the sample, in the \( z \) direction. The position \( d_w \) where the two PVAc glasses [parts (1) and (2) in the inset of Fig. 6(a)] were melted together roughly corresponds to a kink in the intensity data (dotted lines). Both at \( T = 50\)\(^\circ\)C [Fig. 6(b) top] and at \( T = 45\)\(^\circ\)C [Fig. 6(b) bottom], the intensity is always lower after squeezing for each \( z \) position scanned, revealing the flow that occurred in the polymer film.

Figure 7 shows the intensity of the probe after squeezing normalized by the one before squeezing \( I_F(z)/I_0(z) \) at each \( z \) position. The black and gray squares correspond to the normalized intensity \( I_0(z)/I_0(z) \) without any squeezing and are by definition at unity. The applied force significantly reduces the normalized intensity with respect to the polymer film at the same temperature without any external stresses. Interestingly, besides the notable decrease in intensity due to compression of the sample, the normalized intensity value is not homogeneously distributed through the sample in the \( z \) direction at either temperature. The normalized fluorescence intensity \( I_F(z)/I_0(z) \) shows a jump around the position \( d_w \) where the two glasses were molten (dotted lines). Figure 7 then reveals that the part close to the bottom plate [noted as (2) in the inset of Fig. 6(a)] has a high fluorescence intensity and, hence, a high viscosity and low free volume. On the contrary, the part close to the upper plate [noted as (1) in the inset of Fig. 6(a)], where the stress
is applied, shows a very significant decrease in the intensity. The fluorescence probe in the polymer film, therefore, reveals an instability that leads to a type of shear banding in polymer film: one part of the sample has a significantly lower viscosity according to the fluorescence measurements and, hence, is likely to flow faster under the constant applied stress. Due to the protocol to prepare thick PVAc glasses, it is not surprising that the shear banding appears close to the position $d_m$, which is a mechanical weak point. The larger decrease in the normalized intensity at $50^\circ$C must be due to the larger flow of the polymer film under the external force. Interestingly, the intensity measurements reveal heterogeneity in the flow in the $z$ direction, namely, shear banding, whereas the $(x,y)$ plane stays homogeneous at the microscale [see fluorescence pictures in Fig. 6(b)]. We, therefore, clearly observe the direct connection between the macroscopic flow that is detected by the strain measurement with a rheometer and the microscopic detection of this flow by the molecular rotors that detect the microscopic changes in free volume in the polymer film. Unfortunately, due to the extremely long time scales involved, it is not possible to perform the similar experiment at glassy state.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we used confocal fluorescence microscopy to measure the fluorescence properties of molecular rotors embedded in a polymer glass. We studied a PVAc polymer glass without any flow near its glass transition temperature, as well as under compression at $T_g + 10$ K and $T_g + 15$ K. Although fluorescence intensity measurements have been done before, we, here, do these locally and, in addition, show that the fluorescence lifetime shows similar behavior as the fluorescence intensity; it confirms that molecular rotors are good dyes to probe changes in free volume at the nanoscale. In addition, visualizing the local viscosity in a situation where the polymer film is forced to flow appears to indicate a shear banding happening in the sample at the microscopic scale. Such heterogeneity in flow at the microscale will be investigated in more detail in the glassy state in a future publication.
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